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Though the game is great, I regret buying the expansion. For the description I understood that something called "FULL
VERSION" may unlock all the campaigns :( but no, only unlocks the 2nd one.
This could've been a positive review if the description of what I was paying for was more clear.. Bought the full version. Didn't
get access to online multiplayer.. I love the table top card game, buying this for a measly $5 is just my way of supporting the
company further and being able to play the game whenever.

Solid and fun game with tons of replay, try out the free version first.

Edit: Chapter 2 level 3 is some of the worst balance for a mission I've ever seen in my life. Stacking your opponent with starting
cards to thin out their deck while doing damage was a terrible idea.. it took me over 4 hours praying for some yugioh style heart
of the cards BS to happen. I finally won when the game started us with all cost 6+ cards and we both rushed explorers. If you
could slap whoever did that level I would without a doubt.. The verbage for the game and DLC is a little frustrating but this is a
tight deck builder and a steal at 5 dollars. I know some people want all the campagins and whatever, but personally I just want to
play the game, so playing the base game is perfect. 5 bucks nets you online play, the harder AIs, and enough of the campagin
(which is just playing regular but doing dumb things to get completion stars.

Replayability is high, art is good, online has 3 minute turns for quick play fans, and 48 hour turn modes so you can play with
your friends and not be restricted to a specifically short time. Purchasing this game on steam, also unlocks it on all mobile
platforms so this game is totally a steal. Pick it up.. One of the best deck-builder games around. The expansions are cheap, there
are always people online to play against.

And it even has a single-player campaign so that you can learn the game quickly.

I highly recommend it.. Best card game I've ever seen.
Full version= core set and real people to play 10\/10 sitting in front of a computer.

Mega fajna gra z mo\u017cliwo\u015bci\u0105 rozbudowy. Najnowsza ods\u0142ona "Frontier" ma ponad 12ty\u015b
wspieraj\u0105cych (1kk $) na kick starter.
. This is a fun game, you can't play online, even with this "Full" version. Playing against the AI gets boring, and it's unclear what
DLC you need in order to play online, but this isn't it, regardless of what they claim.
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Doesn't work for me! :(. Admittedly it is slightly confusing saying full game when it is just the core game not all the dlc but it is
a fantastic game. I have bought this for me and my partner and we have played a huge amount together, as its a deck builder it's
very balanced and randomised each time so fun to play again.. My only complaint is that there isn't more in the solo campaign..
Great tactical deck building card game with beautiful artwork.
You can try it for free against a fairly intelligent AI as long as you want which is a generous offer. This way, there is all the time
you might need to decide whether it gets boring because you don't like the game or because the AI gets too weak for you and
you earned all stars in the campaign dozens of times already.
In the latter case, 5$ are all you have to spend which is more than worth it. Battles against real players are never the same, there
are already uncountable combinations in the base game and your ability to judge the game situation has a greater weight when it
comes to winning or losing than luck does. This judgemend of yours will get more accurate the more you play the game, as the
learning curve is quite steep. Meaning that in the beginning, you'll win buying a set of good cards and later on, you make the
game by considering an overall strategy and thinking about how each card would fit in your deck or if you have to get it before
your opponent can and so on.

Before the recent update, some convenience features such as being able to alter the volume of music and sound effects were
missing, but they added them these days and now it is a complete game for a very low price. Whatever you want in addition to it
can be bought time after time, but no one has to do so.. Such a good, light game. Definitely a "minutes to learn, lifetime to
master" classic.
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